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Abstract: Forecasting and preventing rapid ecosystem state changes is important but 

hard to achieve without functionally relevant early warning indicators. Here we use 

metaproteomic analysis to identify protein biomarkers indicating a state change in an 

aquatic ecosystem resulting from detrital enrichment. In a 14-day field experiment, we 

used detritus (arthropod prey) to enrich replicate aquatic ecosystems formed in the water-

filled pitcher-shaped leaves of the northern pitcher plant, Sarracenia purpurea. Shotgun 

metaproteomics using a translated, custom metagenomic database identified proteins, 

molecular pathways, and microbial taxa that differentiated control oligotrophic 

ecosystems that captured only ambient prey from eutrophic ecosystems that were 

experimentally enriched. The number of microbial taxa was comparable between 

treatments; however, taxonomic evenness was higher in the oligotrophic controls. 

Aerobic and facultatively anaerobic bacteria dominated control and enriched ecosystems, 

respectively. The molecular pathways and taxa identified in the enriched treatments were 

similar to those found in a wide range of enriched or polluted aquatic ecosystems and are 

derived from microbial processes that occur at the base of most detrital food webs. We 

encourage the use of metaproteomic pipelines to identify better early-warning indicators 

of impending changes from oligotrophic to eutrophic states in aquatic and other detrital-

based ecosystems. 
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Introduction 

Chronic and directional environmental drivers such as nutrient enrichment are 

causing state changes in many ecosystems (Rabalais et al. 2009, Scheffer 2009). 

Mitigating or preventing these state changes requires predicting them with sufficient 

lead-time (Biggs et al. 2009). Current prediction methods rely on the statistical signature 

of “critical slowing down” (Scheffer et al. 2009)– an increase in the variance or temporal 

autocorrelation of a state variable (Dakos et al. 2015). However, such indicators usually 

require long time series of data with frequent sampling of an appropriate state variable 

(Bestelmeyer et al. 2011, Levin and Mollmann 2015). Even when such data are available, 

the signature of critical slowing down may not provide enough lead-time for intervention 

(Biggs et al. 2009, Contamin and Ellison 2009).  

In aquatic systems, water quality indicators such as total suspended solids 

(Hargeby et al. 2007), submersed macrophyte vegetation cover (Dennison et al. 1993, 

Sondergaard et al. 2010), diatom composition (Pan et al. 1996), and phytoplankton 

biomass (Carpenter et al. 2008) often are used as state variables. However, whether the 

change is initiated by top-down or bottom-up forces, the proximate cause of 

eutrophication in aquatic ecosystems is microbial processes associated with the 

breakdown of detritus (Chrost and Siuda 2006).  

Consequently, a primary reason that it has been difficult to forecast shifts with 

sufficient lead-time is that changes in monitored variables lag behind the microbial 

processes that underlie state changes. Here, we describe a molecular pipeline for rapid 

metagenomic and metaproteomic profiling of microbial composition and function in an 

experimentally enriched aquatic ecosystem (Fig. 1). This pipeline identified a number of 
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microbial taxa and functional pathways that are common to a wide range of aquatic 

ecosystems and that have the potential to serve as very early warning indicators of 

impending state changes in them. 

 

Methods 

Study System 

The aquatic ecosystem that assembles in the cup-shaped leaves of the northern 

pitcher plant Sarracenia purpurea is an excellent model system for identifying microbial 

processes driving eutrophication that is triggered by detrital enrichment (Sirota et al. 

2013).  Each individual leaf functions as an independent replicate ecosystem that can be 

experimentally enriched and monitored through time in the field or the lab (Srivastava et 

al. 2004).  

Arthropod prey, mostly ants and flies, form the base of a “brown” food web that 

includes shredding and filter-feeding dipteran larvae and a diverse assemblage of 

bacteria, primarly Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes, that decompose and mineralize 

nearly all of the captured prey biomass (Ellison et al. 2003, Butler et al. 2008, Koopman 

and Carstens 2011, Gray et al. 2012). Even in the absence of macroinvertebrates, the 

dominant transfer of nutrients to the plant occurs via microbial activity (Butler et al. 

2008).  

Under ambient field conditions, prey capture is infrequent (Newell and Nastase 

1998), pitcher fluid is clear, and its dissolved oxygen content may exceed 5 mg/L as the 

plant photosynthesizes in full sunlight (Kneitel and Miller 2002). With detrital loading 

from excess prey, microbial activity increases, the fluid becomes turbid, and oxygen 
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levels collapse to hypoxic conditions even during daytime photosynthesis (Sirota et al. 

2013).  

Enrichment Experiment 

In a field experiment conducted in Tom Swamp, a poor fen in central 

Massachusetts, we randomly assigned 10 pitchers to an ambient control and 10 to a 

detrital enrichment treatment.  Starting June 10, 2011, we selected newly opened pitchers 

in groups of five for five days until 50 pitchers were selected.  One pitcher from each 

group was randomly assigned to one of five treatments, two of which—control and 

enriched—are analyzed here. Initial samples of 1.5 ml pitcher fluid were drawn from all 

pitchers on the first day, and the 1.5 ml of fluid was replaced with 1.5 ml of deionized 

water. In the detrital enrichment treatment, each pitcher received 1mg/ml/day between 

7:00 am and 9:00 am of dried, finely ground wasps (Dolichovespula maculata), which 

has elemental ratios (C:N, N:P:K) similar to those of Sarracenia’s natural arthropod prey 

(Farnsworth and Ellison 2008). Enrichment treatments were applied for 14 consecutive 

days; pitchers were otherwise unmanipulated.  

Proteomic Analysis 

At the end of 14 days, we collected the fluid from each pitcher and filtered it to 

remove particulates through a 30-µm filter. We centrifuged the filtrate from each 

replicate separately to concentrate its microbial assemblage, which was then processed 

using SDS-PAGE (Fig. A1a, Fig. A1b).  

Five assemblages from the control pitchers had sufficient microbial biomass for 

appreciable protein staining, and these were compared to assemblages from six randomly 

chosen detritus-enriched pitchers, which harbored more microbial biomass. Gel lanes 
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were divided into five regions and the peptides from each gel region were extracted 

following in-gel tryptic digestion (Fig. A1b). Peptides from each gel region were 

processed using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) and 

were identified using a custom protein database.   

We generated this database from a six-frame forward and reverse translation of a 

metagenomic database that we constructed using the microbial communities of several 

previously collected pitchers that captured diverse amounts of prey (Fig. A2). The custom 

database was filtered to only include unique entries (N=118,378) containing at least 100 

contiguous amino acids (Appendix A).  

Statistical Analysis 

We pooled replicates within treatments and limited our analysis to the 220 most 

abundant protein identifications in each treatment in order to reduce the false discovery 

rate of the control and enriched lists to 4.3% and 0%, respectively (Supplement 1). 

Additionally, the most abundant protein identifications were likely to be important for 

characterizing ecosystem function and taxonomic coverage.  

We conducted a randomization test using R version 3.2.1 (R Project for Statistical 

Computing) to determine whether there were fewer protein identifications shared 

between treatments than expected by chance. To determine the taxonomic composition of 

the microbes that generated these proteins, we used two approaches: 1) a BLAST 

homology search of the metagenomic sequence data for protein hits, which were then 

weighted by the number of associated peptides; 2) a search with Unipept (Mesuere et al. 

2012, Mesuere et al. 2015) to map tryptic peptides from the samples to the UniprotKB 
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database and retrieve the least common taxonomic ancestor (= most derived shared 

taxonomic node) associated with each peptide (Appendix A).  

To determine whether bacteria in control and enriched ecosystems differed in 

their O2 requirements, we mapped each bacterial species identified in our BLAST search 

to its O2 requirement. We mapped proteins, weighted by the total number of peptides, to 

metabolic pathways in order to determine functional differences between control and 

enriched ecosystems (Appendix A). 

 

Results 

Of the 220 most abundant protein identifications, 65 were shared, 155 were 

unique to control pitchers, and 155 were unique to the enriched treatment (Fig 2a). The 

randomization test revealed significantly fewer protein hits shared between the treatments 

than expected by chance (Fig 2b).  In both treatments, the top three of the 20 most 

abundant proteins, as measured by the total number of matched peptides, were the same 

in the control and enriched treatments. However, the relative abundances of the 

remaining 17 proteins in this top list differed strongly between treatments, with 7 unique 

proteins represented only in the enriched treatment and 7 unique proteins represented 

only in the controls (Fig. 2c).   

 The most common microbe class in both treatments was Betaproteobacteria, but 

dominance was higher in enriched (84.4%) versus control (50.3%) treatments (Table A1, 

Fig. A3).  Although both treatments yielded similar numbers of microbe classes (control 

= 12, enriched = 11), taxonomic evenness was substantially higher in the controls 

(Hurlbert’s (1971) Probability of an Interspecific Encounter (PIE) = 0.71) than in the 
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enriched treatment (PIE = 0.31). Similar taxonomic profiles were obtained with a search 

for the least common taxonomic ancestors of the pooled data (Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b). For the 

unpooled data, taxonomic variability among treatments was greater than variability 

among replicate ecosystems within treatments (Fig. A4).  

 Control and enriched treatments differed in function as well as in taxonomic 

structure. Obligate aerobic bacteria dominated the control pitchers, and facultative 

anaerobic bacteria dominated the enriched pitchers (Fig. 3c). The difference in oxygen 

requirement between the two treatments was driven largely by a shift from the obligate 

aerobe Variovorax paradoxus (28.4% of total peptides in the control treatment and 7.2% 

in the enriched treatment) to the facultative anaerobe Chromobacterium violaceum 

(53.3% of total peptides in the enriched treatment and 6.6% in the control treatment) 

(Table A2).  

Metabolic pathways represented by expressed microbial proteins also differed 

between control and enriched pitchers. We detected significant differences in metabolic 

pathways, including those involved in the metabolism of amino acids, carbohydrates, 

lipids, secondary metabolites, cofactors & vitamins, and terpenoids & polyketides (Fig. 4, 

Table A3, Fig. A5).  

 

Discussion 

 Changes in land use and climate are likely to exacerbate the causes and symptoms 

of eutrophication in freshwater aquatic ecosystems. It is therefore becoming increasingly 

important to predict eutrophic collapse (Jeppesen et al. 2010). Current prediction methods 

rely on statistical parameters of state variable time series data, but these methods require 
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intensive data collection, are difficult to detect in noisy data sets, and may not provide 

enough lead-time for successful intervention (Dakos et al. 2015, Bestelmeyer et al. 2011, 

Contamin and Ellison 2009). Molecular biomarkers, such as proteins produced by the 

microbial component of aquatic food webs, may be useful early warning signals of 

impending ecosystem collapse. Screening for such functional indicators of ecosystem 

change is possible using metaproteomics, which allows us to characterize a wide array of 

proteins produced by the microbial base of aquatic food webs.    

We observed striking differences between oligotrophic (control) and eutrophic 

(enriched) ecosystems in the molecular function of expressed proteins (Fig. 4) and in the 

taxonomic composition of the underlying microbial assemblages (Fig. 3). However, these 

results are not unique or idiosyncratic to this study. The molecular pathways and taxa we 

identified in experimentally eutrophied Sarracenia ecosystems were similar to those 

found in several other enriched or polluted aquatic ecosystems (Haller et al. 2011, Tang 

et al. 2009, Debroas et al. 2009).  

Patterns of lowered bacterial diversity and increases in Betaproteobacteria 

abundance displayed by enriched pitchers have been found in other enriched aquatic 

ecosystems, including contaminated sediments (Haller et al. 2011) and eutrophic lakes 

(Tang et al. 2009).  Several pathways identified in the control and enriched pitchers were 

common to pathways identified in a mesotrophic lake, including purine metabolism, 

glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism, and butanoate metabolism (Debroas et al. 

2009). Differences in metabolic pathways between treatments may reflect differences in 

both O2 and resource availability that are associated with enrichment.    
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Differences between control and enriched pitchers suggest that identification and 

quantitation of metaproteomes at the ecosystem level will reveal candidate biomarkers 

that can be used as very early warning indicators of state changes in aquatic and other 

detritus-based ecosystems. In the future, these biomarkers could be used in a Star-Trek 

"tricorder" for ecologists and citizen scientists to quickly monitor water quality and 

ecosystem health based on the protein profile of living ecosystems.  
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Figure Legends: 

Fig. 1. Pipeline for data collection and analysis. Proteins from the microbial communities 

in experimentally enriched and ambient control pitcher fluid were processed using SDS-

PAGE, tryptic digest, LC-MS/MS, and a SEQUEST search of a custom metagenomic 

database.  The composition of microbial communities were determined using a BLAST 

homology search of metagenomic data associated with identified proteins. Protein 

identity and annotation was determined via a blastp search to identify orthologs and 

blast2go. 

 
Fig. 2.  (a) Protein hits shared between control and enriched treatments. (b) Results of a 

randomization test in which 220 protein hits were randomly assigned to each treatment 

and the number of shared protein hits was calculated.  Red line indicates the actual shared 

number of proteins.  Grey probability density function indicates the 95% confidence 

interval for the simulated shared protein hit values. (c) Top 20 proteins in rank order for 

each treatment.  Proteins are ranked by the number of total peptides associated with them.  

Identical proteins in both treatments are connected by lines.  Blue lines indicate proteins 

that were enriched in the control pitchers and brown lines indicate proteins that were 

enriched in the enriched pitchers. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Taxonomic composition of bacteria present in control and enriched pitchers 

visualized using Krona (Ondov et al. 2011). The rings, from the center outward represent 

Kingdom (dark blue = Bacteria), Phylum (white = Proteobacteria), Class (red = 

Alphaproteobacteria, light blue = Betaproteobacteria), Order (dark blue = 
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Burkholderiales, rose = Neisseriales, light blue = Sphingomonadales). (b) Oxygen 

requirement classes as a proportion of all peptides for control and enriched pitchers. 

Fig. 4. Heat map of the proportional representation of significantly different pathways 

between control pitchers (C) and enriched pitchers (E). 
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Pantothenate and CoA biosynthesis
Alanine aspartate and glutamate metabolism
Oxidative phosphorylation
Limonene and pinene degradation
Butanoate metabolism
Lysine degradation
Arginine and proline metabolism
Phenylalanine tyrosine and tryptophan biosynthesis
Valine leucine and isoleucine degradation
Novobiocin biosynthesis
Pentose phosphate pathway
Carbon fixation in photosynthetic organisms
Pyruvate metabolism
Cysteine and methionine metabolism
Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism
Citrate cycle TCA cycle 
Purine metabolism
Pyrimidine metabolism
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